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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
24

Possible Exemplary Response:
The theme that is best supported by paragraphs 17 through 25 of “Excerpt from The Little Red Lighthouse and the 
Great Gray Bridge” is that newer and bigger does not always mean better. The little lighthouse thought he was not 
needed because of the new bridge, “Now I am needed no longer, . . . My light is so little and this one so big!” But 
during the storm, the bridge calls to the little lighthouse to ask for help, as it is only able to help planes. “I flash to 
the ships of the air. But you are still master of the river. . . Each to his own place, little brother!” This showed the 
little lighthouse that the new great gray bridge was not replacing him, as it could not protect the river better than the 
little lighthouse. 

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Credits:
Apply 2-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1
24

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text that identifies the theme best supported by paragraphs 
17 through 25 of “Excerpt from The Little Red Lighthouse and the Great Gray Bridge” (beliving in yourself). 
The response provides evidence of analysis (This shows that the little red light house feels sad and doesn’t 
feel like he can do anything and the lighthouse felt brave and needed). The response provides a sufficient 
number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“I am no longer needed 
because My light is So little and this ones So big!” and “Now the little red lighthouse was needed.”). This 
response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 2                        Additional
24

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text that identifies the theme best supported by paragraphs 
17 through 25 of “Excerpt from The Little Red Lighthouse and the Great Gray Bridge” (no Matter how 
small or weak you seem you still have a purpose). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete 
details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“each to it’s own place little brother and beside 
the Towering gray Bridge the Lighthouse stilll bravely stands.Though it knows That it is now little,It is still 
Very,Very Proud). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 3
24

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text that identifies the theme best supported by paragraphs 
17 through 25 of “Excerpt from The Little Red Lighthouse and the Great Gray Bridge” (Do not think you 
are not needed). The response provides a sufficient number of relevant details from the text for support as 
required by the prompt (the lighthouse thinks he is not needed and the bridge thinks he is needed because 
[…] he wants the lighthouse to shine it’s light more). This response includes a complete sentence where 
errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 4
24

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text that identifies the theme best supported by paragraphs 
17 through 25 of “Excerpt from The Little Red Lighthouse and the Great Gray Bridge” (everybody is 
needed); however, the response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (the little red 
lighthouse is needed for the river even though its beacon is smaller then the great gray bridges beacon). 
This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 5                         Additional
24

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (“My light is so little and this one is so big.” and “It sent a long bright flashing ray out into the 
light); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text that identifies the theme best 
supported by paragraphs 17 through 25 of “Excerpt from The Little Red Lighthouse and the Great Gray 
Bridge.” This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 6
24

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“Your light is so bright that I 
thought that mine was not needed anymore). The response does not provide a valid inference from the 
text that identifies the theme best supported by paragraphs 17 through 25 of “Excerpt from The Little Red 
Lighthouse and the Great Gray Bridge.” This response includes a complete sentence where errors do not 
impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 7
24

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (thar was a Craze Storm the wind 
moaned then the great gra).
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GUIDE PAPER 8                        Additional
24

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (the best theme was aboute the little 
red light house    and the the great gray bridge).
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
25

Possible Exemplary Response:
The little red lighthouse feels proud in “Excerpt from The Little Red Lighthouse and the Great Gray Bridge,” 
because it has an important job, protecting the boats when no one else can. At first it is because, “The boats saw 
the light and were safe. The boats saw it, and they kept to the channel. The boats were grateful to the little red 
lighthouse.” While the lighthouse doubted itself when the bridge was built, it became proud again after the storm 
because the bridge could not protect the boats on the river. “I flash to the ships of the air. But you are still master of 
the river. Quick, let your light shine again.”

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Credits:
Apply 2-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1
25

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the little red lighthouse feels proud in 
“Excerpt from The Little Red Lighthouse and the Great Gray Bridge” (because it can keep everyone safe). 
The response provides evidence of analysis (This shows that The Little Red Lighthouse can help a lot of 
people). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required 
by the prompt (“It felt big and useful and important. What will the boats do without me? it thought.” and 
“Why I am MASTER oF THE RIVER it thought.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors 
do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 2                        Additional
25

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the little red lighthouse feels proud in 
“Excerpt from The Little Red Lighthouse and the Great Gray Bridge” (because the boats would not be able 
to go anywhere). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as 
required by the prompt (“What would the boats do without me it thought.” and “It felt big and useful and 
important.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 3
25

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the little red lighthouse feels proud in 
“Excerpt from The Little Red Lighthouse and the Great Gray Bridge” (because thay protect the bots). The 
response provides a sufficient number of relevant details from the text for support as required by the prompt 
(“what would the boats withuot me” and “I am MasterOf the river”). This response includes complete 
sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 4
25

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why the little red lighthouse feels proud in 
“Excerpt from The Little Red Lighthouse and the Great Gray Bridge” (because even thouge there is a Great 
Gray Bridge the light house is still usefull); however, the response only provides one relevant detail from 
the text for support (the Great Gray Bridge told the lighthouse that they needed him). This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 5                        Additional
25

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (what would the boats do wthout me? it thought and the boats saw the light and were safe); however, 
the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain why the little red lighthouse feels 
proud in “Excerpt from The Little Red Lighthouse and the Great Gray Bridge.” This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 6
25

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (the boats saw the light and were 
safe). The response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain why the little red lighthouse 
feels proud in “Excerpt from The Little Red Lighthouse and the Great Gray Bridge.” This response includes 
a complete sentence where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 7
25

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (the little red litehouse fella like he is 
not important when the great gray bridg is bilt.   then one windy stormy night the the bridg saidto the light 
house little brother shine your light Icant said the little red light housethe bridg said yes you can so the light 
house tried and tried and he couldent).
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GUIDE PAPER 8                        Additional
25

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The Little Red Ligthouse and the 
Great Gray Bridge feel proud).
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
32

Possible Exemplary Response:
In “Excerpt from Hide with the Ladybugs,” paragraph 5 connects to paragraph 6 by talking about where a ladybug 
will lay her eggs, and paragraph 6 gives information about the eggs hatching and surviving because of where they 
are. Paragraph 5 says, “She chooses a place with lots of tiny bugs called aphids. When the eggs hatch, her young 
will have plenty to eat.” Paragraph 6 says, “They are very hungry! They hunt for aphids. A larva can eat 400 aphids 
before it is three weeks old!” This shows how the ladybug knows that she needs to lay her eggs in a place with lots 
of food, which connects the paragraphs as the young will eat a lot.

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Credits:
Apply 2-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1
32

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how paragraph 5 connects to paragraph 6 
in “Excerpt from Hide with the Ladybugs” (it describes how a mother ladybug gets ready for the larvaes). 
The response provides evidence of analysis (it would be easy to find their food). The response provides a 
sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“she chooses 
a place with lots of tiny bugs called aphids. when the eggs hatch, her young will have plenty to eat” and 
“ a few days later, Larvae hatch from the egg.They are very hungry”). This response includes complete 
sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 2                        Additional
32

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how paragraph 5 connects to paragraph 6 
in “Excerpt from Hide with the Ladybugs” (because it’s about ther born in a spot where there is aphids and 
eat it). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required 
by the prompt (when the eggs hatch, her young will have plenty to eat and larva can eat 400 aphids before 
it is three weeks old). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 3
32

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how paragraph 5 connects to paragraph 6 
in “Excerpt from Hide with the Ladybugs” (because in  both paragraphs theres a life cicle). The response 
provides a sufficient number of relevant details from the text for support as required by the prompt (there is 
egg and there is larve). This response includes a complete sentence where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 4
32

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how paragraph 5 connects to paragraph 6 
in “Excerpt from Hide with the Ladybugs” (Becase they Both talk about eggs hatching and they Both also 
talk about aPhids); however, the response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (when 
the young hatches it has Plenty to eat). This response includes a complete sentence where errors do not 
impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 5                        Additional
32

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (she chooses a place with a lot of tiny bugs called aphids; thet hunt for aphids; a few days later 
larvae hatch from the eggs); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to 
explain how paragraph 5 connects to paragraph 6 in “Excerpt from Hide with the Ladybugs.” This response 
includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 6
32

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (They hunt for aphids A larvacan 
eat 400 aPhids before it is teer weeKs old). The response does not provide a valid inference from the text to 
explain how paragraph 5 connects to paragraph 6 in “Excerpt from Hide with the Ladybugs.” This response 
includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 7
32

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (a larva sheds is skin nwo efre munth. 
and a larva stas in thar nest frum predrs).
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GUIDE PAPER 8                        Additional
32

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (thay or the sam bekus. it toks ubot 
lady bug).
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
33

Possible Exemplary Response:
“Excerpt from Hide with the Ladybugs” develops the idea that cold can be dangerous for animals, so they need to 
find ways to stay safe from bad weather by explaining what different things ladybugs do to stay safe when it gets 
cold. When it gets cold the passage tells us that “Ladybugs find a dry place away from the wind.” It also explains 
that a ladybug will hibernate for up to nine months to avoid the cold. “The ladybugs stay there through winter. They 
do not eat anything.” They only come back out when it is warm and safe to go back outside.

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Credits:
Apply 2-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1
33

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides valid inferences from the text to explain how “Excerpt from Hide with the Ladybugs” 
develops the idea that animals find ways to stay safe in bad weather (tells us that the winds can be harmful 
and tells us that it is to dangerous to even go out to eat). The response provides a sufficient number of 
concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“Ladybugs find a dry place away from 
the wind.” and “The ladybugs stay there through winter. They do not eat anything. They could stay like this 
for nine whole months.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 2                        Additional
33

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how “Excerpt from Hide with the Ladybugs” 
develops the idea that animals find ways to stay safe in bad weather (by telling us how ladybugs survive 
in the winter). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as 
required by the prompt (“Ladybugs find a dry place away from the wind and “ They do not eat anything). 
This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 3
33

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how “Excerpt from Hide with the Ladybugs” 
develops the idea that animals find ways to stay safe in bad weather (it talks about where a ladybug might go 
when there is bad weather). The response provides a sufficient number of relevant details from the text for 
support as required by the prompt (in a house or a dead tree and they might form a group). This response 
includes a complete sentence where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 4
33

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how “Excerpt from Hide with the Ladybugs” 
develops the idea that animals find ways to stay safe in bad weather (by looking at what ladybugs do in 
winter); however, the response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (winter is coming 
ladybugs find a dry place away fromthe wind). This response includes a complete sentence where errors do 
not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 5                        Additional
33

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how “Excerpt from Hide with the Ladybugs” 
develops the idea that animals find ways to stay safe in bad weather (they are both explaining that a Ladybug 
is hideing); however, the response does not provide relevant details from the text for support. This response 
includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 6
33

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (They olmost go everywhere exept 
cold places). The response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain how “Excerpt from 
Hide with the Ladybugs” develops the idea that animals find ways to stay safe in bad weather. This response 
includes a complete sentence where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 7
33

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (They have a hard shell to help them 
and they don’t for 9 months).
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GUIDE PAPER 8                        Additional
33

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (Ladybugs cant stay safe in the cold 
weathers becaus is to cold and no food).
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
34

Possible Exemplary Response:
The diagram “A Ladybug’s Body” helps the reader understand the different parts of a ladybug, like where each part 
is and what they look like. The passage talks about the antennae, the elytra, and what their shells might look like if 
they have spots, which are all things the diagram shows. The antennae are at the front of the head and the passage 
says, “uses its two antennae to explore its world.” The elytra are the front wings that are covered in spots. It also 
says, “The two elytra are a mirror image of each other. They have the exact same . . . spots.” The diagram shows how 
the elytra, when open, show the flying wings so that we can see that they are hidden underneath.

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Credits:
Apply 2-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1
34

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the diagram “A Ladybug’s Body” 
helps the reader’s understanding of the passage (by showing where every thing in the boby is). The response 
provides evidence of analysis (the photo shows where the 2 sets of wing are and shows where thows wings 
are located). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as 
required by the prompt (eatch one has 2 sets of wings and see-thrue balk wings). This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 2                        Additional
34

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the diagram “A Ladybug’s Body” 
helps the reader’s understanding of the passage (helps me understand the different body parts of a ladybug 
[…] The diagram shows all these things). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details 
from the text for support as required by the prompt (“ A ladybug uses its two antennae to explore its world. 
Like wands, they wave in all directions. They can feel, smell, and taste.” and “ Soon, ladybugs are flying. 
Each one has two sets of wings. Unlike other insects, beetles have elytra. The elytra are hard, front wings. 
They cover a pair of thin, see-through back wings.”). This response includes complete sentences where 
errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 3
34

Score Credit 2 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the diagram “A Ladybug’s Body” 
helps the reader’s understanding of the passage (it shows were the differrent parts are so people arent 
confused were the parts are). The response provides a sufficient number of relevant details from the text 
for support as required by the prompt (to fly they open there front wings and each have to sets of ings unlike 
other insects beetles has elytha). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact 
readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 4
34

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the diagram “A Ladybug’s Body” 
helps the reader’s understanding of the passage (by leting the reader look at a ladybug); however, the 
response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (“an alyra are hard wings). This 
response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 5                        Additional
34

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the diagram “A Ladybug’s Body” 
helps the reader’s understanding of the passage (by giving them a visial context); however, the response 
does not provide relevant details from the text for support. This response includes complete sentences where 
errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 6
34

Score Credit 1 (out of 2 credits)
This response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (A ladybug has a antennae that 
can feel,smell,and taste food in the air from different direntions). The response does not provide a valid 
inference from the text to explain how the diagram “A Ladybug’s Body” helps the reader’s understanding 
of the passage. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 7
34

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (A” Ladybugs Body Better help the 
readers understanding More than 5,000 kind of Ladybug’s Crawl and fly around the Earth. a few days latre 
larvar hatch he younge Will have plenty to eat).
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GUIDE PAPER 8                        Additional
34

Score Credit 0 (out of 2 credits)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (the lady bug eats diffrin bugs and 
they help the gartin ao lot and lady bug  can see from away they can feel smell and taste foraway).
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